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 Green Triangle 

 
  

 

Your Project Title: Green Triangle Permaculture Speaker Series 

Your Project Summary: In order to continue to provide permaculture education to the Greater Cleveland 

community, we propose a Speaker Series for 2017. We would like to bring nationally known 

filmmakers/authors to town to spread their knowledge about permaculture through community-based 

lectures and forums. We would also like to continue to co-host the Permaculture Potluck, which has been 

an annual event for many years. 

Final Score: Yes. Overall, the panel found that the applicant provided evidence throughout the application 

that the funding criteria were met.   

CAC Grant Amount: $2500 

 

To ensure an impartial and transparent application review process, CAC convened an online panel of arts 

and cultural professionals from outside the region who evaluated and scored eligible applications. 

Panelists scored each application based on the Funding Criteria—Public Benefit, Artistic and Cultural 

Vibrancy and Organizational Capacity—with an emphasis on Public Benefit. For more details regarding the 

panel process and full panelist bios, please review the Panel Guide. 

     

Shin Yu Pai      
(Seattle, WA) 

Ernest Disney-Britton 
(Indianapolis, IN) 

Al Jacobsen 
(Pittsburgh, PA) 

Leah Bowe                
(St. Paul, MN) 

Giuseppe Taurino 
(Houston, TX) 

 

Below you will find each panelist’s score and comment on your application in response to the question: 

With an emphasis on public benefit, does the applicant demonstrate evidence that it meets CAC’s three 

funding criteria? 

Note: Panelist scores and comments are presented in no particular order. 

Questions? Cuyahoga Arts & Culture is here to assist. Please contact: 
 

Dan McLaughlin    Roshi Ahmadian 
manager – project support  associate – communications & grant programs 
dmclaughlin@cacgrants.org     rahmadian@cacgrants.org 

 216-515-8303 x101   216-515-8303 x109  

http://www.cacgrants.org/assets/ce/Documents/Project%20Support/2017%20PS%20II%20Panel%20Guide%20for%20Web%20with%20Panelists.pdf
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Score: Yes 

Comment: I unequivocally recommend Green Triangle's Permaculture Speaker Series project for full 

funding from CAC. It is clear from the application that this institution is engaged in a general project of 

ever progressively engaging and serving its community in a manner that will increase the community's 

vibrancy and, ultimately, cultural sustainability for years to come. The project they are specifically applying 

to CAC for - a speaker series featuring international educators that will engage the citizens of Cuyahoga 

County on the principles and reasons for Permaculture - buttresses their ability to further engage the 

public in learning about sustaining their environment. To me, this is the essence of "cultural vibrancy," in 

that it clearly contributes to lively and energetic neighborhoods while building meaningful relationships 

with local stakeholders. Furthermore, the use of several well-known public spaces in order to host their 

events also contributes to the cultural vibrancy of the area. Their goals were clearly stated and reasonable 

and I feel they have the organizational capacity to bring this project to fruition. 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: YES - this application meets the funding criteria. This project is an example of creative design 

as applied to the natural environment. The application demonstrates public benefit in the way it works 

with and serves its community in developing creative design skill for "permaculture." They also work with 

a diverse group of professionals from artist to farmer to scientists. The narrative demonstrates an 

understanding of their community, and the program offered fairly clearly does inspire the community to 

think creatively and differently. Finally, there is a theme of pessimism that runs through the application 

as demonstrated in the use of phrases like " "If we get funding, we would like ... ." and that did influence 

my scoring considerations about organizational capacity. 

 

 

Score: Somewhat 

Comment: There is much understanding of the permaculture community and knowledge of it. This project 

is open to the public and networking opportunities demonstrate a desire to build meaningful 

relationships. You engage professionals and this programming is fresh. There is some organizational 

capacity here with dedicated volunteers and board. The budget/match is clear and reasonable. I have 

concerns under the plans and goal, however, as this project does not seem fully fleshed out. Two lectures 

are identified, but the total number of lectures you want to host in this series is not detailed other to say 

that more will be announced later. Not knowing this leads me to question if you will be able to achieve 

your goal. You also do not have committed spaces yet and you are planning to enter a new neighborhood 

without addressing challenges this may bring. These simple, but important, details is what kept me from 

giving this a "yes." 

Panelist 1 

Panelist 2 

Panelist 3 
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Score: Yes 

Comment: Yes - this project seeks to bring in prominent authors and a filmmaker to present on 

permaculture, expanding awareness on this sustainability practice and growing the audience for this org 

by marketing to new audiences. Though the project audience for impact is relatively small, the vibrancy 

of this applicant represents a very different  kind of grantee. The budget is extremely reasonable and the 

org will make a cash contribution towards costs. 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: The project shows great public benefit for its community, and seems to have a sound feel for 

how to expand its reach to a broader base. The lecture series, and the community building pot luck and 

workshop certainly have the potential to inspire the community to think creatively/differently, and the 

identified guest speakers seem to be highly qualified. I like that the project goal, though straightforward 

and modest, takes into consideration how to best reach the target community. The organization's size 

and budget lead me to be a bit apprehensive about organizational capacity needed to carry the project 

forth, but there's a strong enough history of success to make be believe it can be handled effectively. 

 

 

Panelist 4 

Panelist 5 


